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Front-page News

Some events of the day

The flavours’ party at "Entorn Vich"

At the ticket offices of the stands (from 8.00 p.m.) you
can buy the coupon for the “complete” tour (with
seventeen degustation) or the "reduced" one (four
enological degustation), and the wine glass of the event
for free.

Be curious to discover and taste. "Entorn Vich" starting tonight at 8.00 p.m. around Strada
Rezia, Piaz de Vich and Piaz Massar in Vigo - is
without a doubt an attractive and pleasant-tasting
event. Hundred volunteers and 17 stands are
there to offer delicacies of the Ladin tradition and
wine and biers from Trentino, in collaboration
with a wine cooperative and a local handicraft
brewery, both belonging to the "Strada del Vino e
dei Sapori del Trentino". The Goulaschsuppe and
the best cheeses, among which the Cher de
Fasha, are the protagonists of the wine-and-food
tour. Not only food, but also many traditional
activities with artisans and artists, music with 4
folks groups, and the entertainment for children,
who can also try the thrill of climbing on the
vertical gym.

Bortolotti’s thriller
Moena
5.30 pm – Piaz de Sotegrava. The third book of the
artist coming from Val di Fiemme is "Il richiamo del
cedro", launched today for the festival
"ParoleVistaDolomiti". The thriller tells about the
story of a CIA Officer, who investigates on the
nuclear weapons’ traffic.

What if the diary was wine?
Canazei
5.00 pm – Municipal Hall. The sommelier Roberto
Anesi shows some wines to be tasted (against
payment).

The story of the lonely King
Campitello di Fassa

Amazing hikes

Passepartout

9.00 pm – Parish Theatre. Show for adults and
children performed by the company EstroTeatro from
Trento.

From Canazei to Val Duron

Heroines of the "Lost kingdom"

The complete schedule of events is available
in the tourist offices of the valley.

This "Amazing hike" starts from the centre of
Canazei: follow the street Via Roma until the area
called Ciuch, from where you begin ascending
the street Strèda F. Dantone, leading to Strèda
Dolomites. Keep going on the sidewalk towards
Campitello till the Hotel Caminetto: here cross
the street, reach the hotel and take the path
ascending slightly to Bosch da Ronch. The trail
keeps ascending till it comes to the turns that
lead to Pian, over Campitello. Follow then the
streets crossing the picturesque hamlet getting
onto path. Walk until Baita Fraine, in Val Duron.
From here, you can reach the Refuge Rifugio
Micheluzzi. To go back walk along the same
route or descend the forest road leading to
Campitello, and following the Avisio River, you
return to Canazei (3 hrs.).

The writer from Bolzano Bruna Dal Lago Veneri
is the protagonist of "La leggenda del regno
perduto" (The legend of the lost kingdom). The
new appointment belonging to the series
"Sèntes, Strìes e eroìnes" (Saints, witches and
heroines) starts tonight at 9.00 pm in the
Municipal Hall in Pozza. The initiative organized
by the Events Committee and the Ladin Cultural
Institute, proposes an examination of women in
the Ladin culture, analysing history, literature
and mythology. Dal Lago Veneri is a well-known
authoress of books inspired on the Ladin
legends, in particular those of Val di Fassa, as
she has been living in Vigo since many years.
She is even a journalist and translator,
specialized in the popular and mythological
translations.

Initiatives
for our guests

Did you know that...
In the second half of the 15th century, the workshop of sculptors and decorators of the Grober family
was born. The activity was run by Giovanni Battista, who studied in the valley and adopted the
influences of the Renaissance, style that came to Val di Fassa from the near Veneto, through Moena.
The sons Giorgio (1636-1715) and Giovanni Battista (1645-1695) broadened the activity working
even in Cembra, Valsugana and Fassa, where Giorgio realized in 1656 the main altar in the Church of
Fontanazzo, in 1662 that of the Church of Soraga, and finished the altar of San Maurizio in Vigo.
To participate in the initiatives for guests is compulsory to register at least one day in advance at the Tourist Offices of the Val di Fassa Card (ask your employer
accommodation). The activities are reserved for guests of the associated structures all'Apt Val di Fassa.

10/07/2013 (5.30 pm)
Introductory workshop for children on
Val di Fassa’s minerals: the power of
rocks.
Vigo di Fassa

11/07/2013 (8.30 am)
Around the mountain dairies: cows and
pastures of Sasso Piatto (excursion
against payment).
Campitello di Fassa
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